SEALLED BATTERY WARRANTY
A BETTER BATTERY DESERVES BETTER PROTECTION

Lenovo’s selected PCs incorporate a battery specifically designed for ultrathin products. This sealed non-Customer Replaceable Unit (non-CRU) battery is designed to last three years under normal usage, and with RapidCharge technology, charges 2.5 times faster than typical ThinkPad® batteries.

Doesn’t a better battery deserve better protection? Extend your base warranty to a 2 or 3-year Sealed Battery Warranty (available with warranty extension). A low upfront cost provides significant savings relative to a non-covered battery replacement, and saves the hassle and frustration of dealing with unplanned IT expenses.

**BENEFITS**

- Low upfront cost is significantly less than that of a replacement not covered by an extension policy.
- To prevent unexpected repair costs.
- Combined with On-site or Advanced Exchange Service a Sealed Battery Warranty will prevent the hassles and frustrations of system unavailability.
- Be assured of an effective and efficient battery replacement with Lenovo™-certified technicians.

**WHY LENOVO™?**

- No one knows our products like we do. The best products deserve the best service.
- Certified Lenovo™ technicians use Lenovo™-Qualified parts for the highest quality repairs.
- Our global network of regional support centers offers consistent, local-language support to your organization and employees, wherever they are.

Lenovo’s Sealed Battery Warranty is part of a comprehensive portfolio of Lenovo™ services that support the entire lifecycle of your PCs. For more information on these or other service offerings, please visit www.lenovo.com/services or call your Lenovo™ Sales Representative at 1-866-968-4465.

1) Hardware availability varies by region. 2) Batteries degrade over time and variables such as temperature, usage and time affect battery life. Lenovo’s Sealed Battery Warranty provides a one-time replacement opportunity in the event a defective or faulty battery fails to meet minimum performance standards. Battery health thresholds are determined by Lenovo’s built-in battery diagnostic tool taking these factors into consideration. All products and offers are subject to availability. Lenovo reserves the right to alter product offerings and specifications at any time, without notice. Lenovo makes every effort to ensure accuracy of all information but is not liable or responsible for any editorial, photographic or typographic errors. All images are for illustration purposes only. For full Lenovo product, service and warranty specifications visit www.lenovo.com. The following are trademarks or registered trademarks of Lenovo: Lenovo, the Lenovo logo, ThinkPad, For Those Who Do and ThinkPlus. Other company, product and service name may be trademarks or service marks of others. ©2016 Lenovo. All rights reserved.